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universe may be reduced to pantheistic unity; that there is
not only theism, but pantheism. God is all, and all is God.
But, as no one else will believe that the pantheist is God,
and as each knows for himself that he is not God, the excess
of pantheistic admission is apparent.
The fault is not in the attempt at unification; for this is
unavoidable. Atheist, pantheist, and theist, materialist and
spiritualist, are alike compelled to it by the very law of
thought. The admiSsion is inevitable. The fault lies in the
principle and the process of unifying. Is the principle right?
Is the process broad enough? Here is the point of divergence. Which is the true course? Which is the false?
These questions remain to be considered.

ARTICLE IV.
THE "GENERAL PHILOSOPHt .. OF HERBERT SPENCER.
BY

x. ITU.urr

J'lDLPI, 1"11. D., ..,.. JU.VD, CT.

HElmERT SPENCER defines philosophy as "knowledge of the
highest degree of generality." I "Knowledge of the lowest
kind is un-unified knowledge" [wbateverthat may be]. "Science is partially unified knowledge. Philosophy is completely
unified knowledge." I "Knowledge has obviously not reached
its limits, until it bas united the past, present, and future
histories into a whole." 8 "Philosophy, then, bas to formulate this passage from the imperceptible into the perceptible,
and from the perceptible into the imperceptible." •
The system of philosophy which Spencer gives us is, then,
an attempt to explain the ultimate a priori laws of the
universe. . By its success or its failure in that attempt must
it be judged true or false philosophy.
Nou. - Ref'erenceII, 1III1ea& otherwise epeclftecl, an to Speneer'1 .. Fim Priaeiplea of Philoeopby" (2d edition). New York: D. AppletoD and Co. 1871.
I P. 181.
I p. 1M.
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.A. system of philosophy is a product of thought. But a
product implies a producer and a process of production.
This process, logically intermediate between producer and
produced, has a relation to each. It partakes of, is included
in, the nature of the first; it regulates the second.
Philosophy, then, 88 the product of thought, must involve
certain assumptions concerning the existence, the nature,
and the laws of thought.
"The fundamental intuitions that are essential to the
process of thinking must be temporarily accepted 88 unquestionable." 1 "Speculators have habitually set out with some
professedly simple datum or data, have supposed themselves
to assume nothing beyond this datum or these data, and
have thereupon proceeded to prove or disprove propositions
which were, by implication, already unconsciously asserted
along with that .which was consciously asserted." I
Spencer, having acknowledged that philosophy must presuppose certain primary data, gives us three tel" of the
validity of such assumptions. Two of the three are simply
implied; one only is distinctly stated.
The first of tliese is Necessity. Such assumptions are
" fundamental intuitions, essential to the process of thinking."
The second is Universality. Searching for the truth in
religion, in science, and in philosophy, he collects all various
opinions of men, and, "after eliminating discordant e1~
menta," he accepts, 88 an indisputable assumption, " the
remaining constituent, which holds true throughout ita dive1'gent modifications." 8
These tests of necessity and universality are united in the
statement that the "absolute validity" of realism "will be
shown, if we find it to be a necessary product of thought,
proceeding according to laws of thought that are universal:"
A third test is Consistency. This is the only one distinctly formulated. Yet it is simply a corollary of the teet
of necessity. .A. proposition claims admission as a primary
datum, yet contradicts primary data already established. H
1
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its claim be granted, the process of thinking becomes suicidal.
But Spencer admits the enstence of a legitimate process of
thinking, based on" essential intuitions." He must, ther&fore, admit the involved truth that they CCU'lMt be mutually
incollBiBtent. .
The statement of this test of collBiBteney involves the first
contradiction which this system preeents to us. "The assumption of the unquestionableness" of these fundamental
intuitions must " be jumjkd by the results" 1; "by showing
their congruity with all other dicta of consciousness." II
Bnt they are assumptions without which "thought is impossible." They are, then, used in their own verification,
which is absurd. "Oonsciousness cannot be proved. mendacious in this its primordial act, since, as we see, proof
involves a repeated. acceptance of this primordial act." 8
This last proposition is, of course, the true one; but it contradicts the former assertion that "fundamental intuitions
can be justified by the results." " Intelligence cannot prove
its own invalidity, because it must postulate its own validity
in doing this." ,
Primary data, then, cannot be verified. by a process of
reasoning which involves them.
This leads us to allude, incidentally, to a more important
contradiction involved here. That the" primordial dicta of
consciousness" must be assumed as unquestionable is admitted to be the eorner-stone of this, as of all other systems
of philosophy. The only guarantee of "absolute validity" is
found in the necessity of the laws of thought. Mathematical
axioms" have not been reached. through successive experiences
of past eases in which the alleged connection of facts ensted.
• • • • • Each one of these truths is reached by an intuition of
reason."· Yet one of the conclusions at which this system
arrives is, that in a strict sense there is no such thing as a
necessary law of thought. "The growth of intelligence is
throughout determined by the repetition of experiences." e
1
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Instincts are, " under the requisite conditions, established by
accumulated experiences." 1 "The actions we call instinctive
pass gradually into the actions we call rational." I Even
"the inconceivableness of the negation of a mathematical
axiom •.•.. really stands for the infinity of experiences that
have developed these [nervous] structures." I
This system, then, assumes and uses necessary laws of
thought in order to show that such laws are not necessary,
but only the outgrowth of an" accumulation of experiences.'"
If the conclusion be true, it proves the assumption false. If
the 88sumption be false, the conclusion can never be proved
true. "And so the argument reduces to a contradiction."
We have found that Mr. Spencer admits the necessity of
postulating primary data, essential to his system, 88 a product
of thought. What are the acknowledged and tacit assumptions which he makes?
He assumes throughout the emteflce of thought. It is
the primary fact whioh renders a product of thought possible.
What does he 88sume conoeming the fIGtlwe of thought?
"There is an evitable implication that manifestations imply
something manifested." I Thought, then, is a manifestation
of something. Later he calls this mind. Consciousness is
admitted throughout to be involved in thought. There is a
"'consciousness of an inscrutable power manifested to us
through all phenomena.'" Mind, then, is a power. The
very idea of a manifestation, of a process, of a cogirition is
admitted to involve it. These are phenomena. The phenomena of ~hought manifest power. Conscious of thought,
we are conscious of that power manifested.
" We have," Spencer says, "the distinction ot subject and
object, ego and non-ego. Each order carries with it the irresistible implication of some power that manifests itself. By
the words' ego' and 'non-ego,' respectively, we mean the
power that manifests itself in the faint forms [ideas], and the
power that manifests itself in the vivid forms" [ sensations].f
1 Plych. Vol. i. p• .s9.
• Payeh. Vol. i. P. 481.

• Ptych. Vol L P. 4116.
• P. 144.
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We bave bere, given in the data of philosophy, two
dwnct powers - one, the conscious power of the ego; the
other, the "indefinitely extended region of power beyond."l
Again: "Belief in the reality of self is, indeed, a belief
which no hypothesis enables us to escape." I "The existence
of the personality of which each is con.scious" is to each a
" fact beyond all others the most certain." 8
Our consciousness of personality, then, is identical with
our consciousness of this power manifested in thought.
Have we not already assumed, 88 Spencer himself suspects,
an " undeveloped system of metaphysics" ? •
Thought is, by implication, admitted to be mental activity.
It is conscious mental activity. It involves consciousness of
power manifested. in mental activity. It involves consciousness of personal power manifested in mental activity.
But, still further, we think it can be shown that at the
outset Mr. Spencer assumes the existence of free-will, and
that the argument by which he attempts subsequently to refute
the doctrine of free-will contradicts his own primary data.
He assumes the existence of free-will in the reasons which
he gives for the distinction between the ego and the non-ego.
The states of the ego, in their qualities, in their simultaneous Qrder, and in their suocessive order, are " changeable
by volition." The states of the non-ego are not. This is
vaguely admitted in the First Principles,6 and is explicitly
enounced in a subsequent repetition of the argwnent.e H
we have a consciousness of mental states 88 changeable by
volition, and thereby distinguished from the invariableness
of the antecedents and consequents in the states of the
non-ego, we have a consciOUIDess of free-will. This consciousness of free-will Spencer employs to justify his distinction
between subject and object-a distinction which is,of course,
fundamental to his system. The argument subsequently
presented against free-will contradicts this assumption, and
overb1rD8 certain ~r primary data. "As an internal
1
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perception the current illusion concerning free.will," we are
told, "consista in supposing that at each moment the ego is
something more than the aggregate of feelings and ideas,
actual and nascent, which then exist." 1 But the belief is an
illusion, because no such ego does exist. "It is either
present in consciouaneu, or it is Dot." If DOt, then we
have no evidence of ita emtalce. " If it u present in conaciousneu, then, 88 it is ever present, it can be at each
moment nothing more than the Itate of corucioNmell, simple
or compound, passing at that moment." I
But what is this "state of consciousness"? Spencer,
when explaining his primary data, tells us, concerning it,
that, "88 we cannot think of a state, without thinking of
.ometlaing of wlaich it iI a Itate, and which is capable of different states, there is involved a foregone conclusion - an
undeveloped system of metaphysics. Here, accepting the
inevitable implication that the manifestations imply something manifested, our aim muat be to avoid any further
implications. Though we cannot exclude farther implications
from our thoughta, and caMOt C6f'f?I 011 0lIl' ~ without
tacit ,.ecograitiOfu of them, we can at any ~ refuse to
recognize them in the terms with which we set out." 8 Add
to this the passage before quoted, admitting and diStinguishing
the "power manifested in the ego," and the" power ma.nifested in the non~," and have we not a clear statement of
the tJ'uth that the ego iI something more than the" aggregate
of feelings and ideas, actual and nascent, which then exist" Y
Mr. Spencer, 88 we have Been, assumes free-will as a
priJpary datum, employed in the distinction of subject and
object. He subsequently presents an argument against it,
which is based upon a denial of the e.u.Jl,ce of a mental
substance. Yet the existence of a mental substance is also
one of his primary data. Are we not justified, then, in considering the existence of this will-power one of those "tacit
recognitions" by means of which Mr. Spencer "carries on
his argument" Y
I
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To sum up, then, the assumptions made concerning the
Thought is mental activity, involving
the consciousneBB of a personal will-power. This is the
position concerning the nature of thought assumed as the
starting-point of the system. Would you compare with it
the conclusions to which the system leads? We shall be
told that the subetance of mind is " the unknowable as manifes~ to us within the limits of COnaciOUSU8BB." 1 The" raw
material of consciousness" is "the quick succession of
changes in a ganglion." II "OonscioUSDe88 of muscular tension
forms the raw materi,al of primitive thought." a "Something
of the same order as that which we call a nervous shock is
the ultimate unit of consciousness." , "The development of
consciousness and the increasing tendency toward a linear
order in the psychical changes are different aspects of the
same progresaion." 6 "The passage of an ideal motor-change
(nascent molecular motion) into a real one we distinguish 88
will.'"
If these conclusions be true they prove the assumption false. If the assumption be false the conclusions can
never be proved true. "And 80 the argument reduces to a
contradiction. "
We pass now to the "fundamental intuitions, essential to
the process of thinking," which are assumed concerning the
mode and laws of thought.
Spencer's definition of the mode of thought deserves a
moment's notice: "We think in relations." "An idea or
unit of knowledge results when a vivid feeling is assimilated
to or coheres with one or more of the faint feelings left
by such vivid feelings previously experienced." 7 Was the
"previous experience" of those vivid feelings (sensations)
a conscious experience? Then they themselves demand
explanation as" units of knowledge." Was it unconscious
experience? But such vivid feelings are conditional upon
consciousness.8 "Every sensation, to be known u -one,
JULture -of thought.

"
i
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must be perceived." 1 If" each particular seDB&tion •••••
unites itself with foregoing sensations, from which it does
not clliIer in quality, but only in intensity," 2 how can there
ever be any first sensation known as a sensation 1 If we
know feelings only by knowing them as " such and such" a
through classification with preceding feelings, how can there
ever be any first feeling? If all cognition is recognition,'
how can there be a first cognition?
But Spencer goes one step beyond this " segregation" of
simple feelings, and asserts that even a reltJtiorl is " thinkable
only as of a certain order, as belonging to lOme clau of
before-known relations." 6 But the classification of relations
involves relations of a still higher order. Must not they, too,
be classified to be known? And these yet higher relations,
in their turn, and 80 on, ad i~m ?
If we "think in relations," we are driven to tbe absurd
conclusion that there never was any first object of thought;
for a first object can be related to nothing preceding it. To
this objection Spencer answers, that "during the first stage
of incipient intelligence .•••. there are no cognitions, strictly
80 called; that .•••. these slowly emerge out of the confusion
of unfolding col18CiousneB8, as fast as the experiences are
arranged into groups - as fast as the most frequently repeated sensations and their relations to each other become
familiar enough to admit of their recognition, as such. or
luch, whenever they recur." 8
But these "frequently repeated seDB&tions" with which
we "become familiar" involve consciousness; 80 that this
attempted answer to the objection only proves the validity
of that objection, by mowing that cognition awl precede
recognition.
Passing, now, to the conditions of thought, we find that
Spencer assumes that time and 8pace are " necessary forms of
intuition." But does he not distinctly deny this? Certainly.
But we shall see that it is one of those ,. tacit recognitions"
1 Psych. Vol. i. p. 475.
• p. 79.
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which he "refuses to recognize in the terms with which
he seta out."
Let us look at his argument a moment. "If we think in
relations, and if relations have certain universal forma [time
and space], it is manifest that such universal forma of relations will become universal forma of our consciousness.
And if these farther universal forma are thus explicable, it
is superfluous, and therefore unphilosophica1, to assign them
an independent origin." 1 A. moment later we learn that by
" independent," he means only original, independent of experience. "From the fact that in thought," he says, " time
is inseparable from sequence, and space from eo-exiatence,
we do not infer that time and space are original conditions
of consciousness under which sequences and eo-existences
are known. But we infer that our conceptions of time and
space are generated as other abstracts are generated from
other concretes; the only difTerence being that the organization of experience has in these cases been going on throughout
the entire evolution of intelligence." I Here we have the
same explanation which we have noticed before - that the
conditions and laws of thought are only the outgrowth of an
"accumulation of experiences." But as a fundamental datum
of consciousness we know nothing about the " organization of
experience throughout the entire evolution of 'intelligence.' "
We know nothing about" inherited tendencies."
The question is an abstract one. Can the conception of
space be generated by experience ? Yes, Spencer tells us,
" by the experience of individual positions as ascertained by
touch." 8 But the cognition of position involves the conception of space as logically antecedent to· it. So, too, the
experience of touch, by which we ascertain position, involves
the consciousne88 of extension, and therefore of space, in
our own bodies. To say that we know our bodies as extended
by muscular tension,' only carries us one stage farther back;
and the question still remains, How do we obtain the conception of space logically antecedent to the experience of
I
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muscular tension? Spencer explains our conceptions of
space 1 and of time I by our experience of motion; and he
explains our conception of motion by our experiences of time
and Space.8 We might admit that our first formulated
thought of space comes to us on the occasion of experience.
But this is very far from proving that the conception of space
is not a logically-antecedent condition of that conscious experience.
We have just quoted Spencer's argument designed to
prove that our conception of space is the product of experience. .All he tells us concerning time is that" a parallel
argument leads to parallel conclusions, ••••. too obvious to
need specifying in detail.'"
So say we.
But let us see if, in spite of this denial, Spencer does not
huntrelf admit spaco and time as necessary conditions of
thought. He reasom throughout. Now reason, even in its
simplest form of inference, implies memory. Reasonjollot.o,
" memories of the like motor-changes before performed under
like circumstances." II But" a remembrance implies a consciousness, and a consciousness implies a perceptible duration." 8 A" perceptible duration," that is, a consciousness
of dmation, which is a necessary condition to memory, which
is a necessary condition to reason.
According to Spencer's definition, all thought, and 80 all
consciousness, being dependent upon classification, is dependent upon memory, and so involves a consciousness of
duration. This plainly contradicts the previous statement,
that consciousness of time is generated by experience; since
it is declared here to be implied in consciousness itself. To
say that anything is implied in consciousness itself is to say
that it is an element of consciousness, which is to say that we
are conscious of it in the act of consciousness. "A parallel
argument leads to parallel conclusions concerning space."
Finally, as if to settle the question forever, we are told
, p. 1M. Paych. Vol. it P. 1M.
• Psych. Vol. ii. p. 910.
• P.ych. Vol. i. p. 464.
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that "the relations of space and time are experienced in
every perception and every action of each creature." 1 If
so, they were experienced in the first act of coll8ciousneBB of
. the first creature. As involved in the first act of consciousness, they cannot be generated by experience. As perceptions
they certainly are not generated by unconscious experience,
for unconscious experience is a contradiction in terms. They
cannot be generated by conscious experience, since they are
involved in it; that is, being involved in the first act of
consciousness of the first creature, they are necessary conditions or forms of coll8ciousness, and are not hereditary
conceptions generated by experience.
ConfeBBedly, then, the very first argument upon which
Spencer enters in his system, simply because an argument
drawn from coll8ciousneBB, involves the conceptions of time
and space, which are thus assumed as neceBBary forms of
thought. A:n.y attempt to prove them otherwise, assumes
them as original in the very proc8BB of proof, and is thus
rendered futile.
But there are other "tacit recognitions" of necessary
forms or laws of thought. The system before us presents
a constant alternation of the two processes of induction and
deduction, which are without question assumed as valid.
We will notice, briefly, only three of the more important
implications here. One is the assumption of the law of cause
and effect. "We cannot think at all about the impressions
the external world produces on us, without thinking of them
as caused." 2 "The very conception of ezperience implies
something of which there is experience; implies something
which determines particular connections of thought rather
than other connections; and so implies this very notion of
cause which is said to be derived from experience!' 8
This mental neceBBity is assumed throughout. Argument
after argument is constructed upon it; and it is only by
means of such arguments that we arrive, finally and unexpectedly, at a theory of association worthy of Hume himself•
• po 8'1.
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If the conclusion be true, the assumption is false. If the
assumption be false, the conclusion can never be proved true.
Another implication is that every relative must have its
correlate, every manifestation its something manifested. The
simple avowed datum of personal existence, " surreptitiously
brought in a number of unavowed data- existence other
than that alleged - quantity, number, limit, difference, likene88, class, attribute." 1 Such a thought would " cease to
exist, if severed from its various correlatives." I Notice,
however, that it is only to limited existence, knowable under
manifestations, that this law applies. Nothing is affirmed or
denied here about infinite, unknown, abstract existence.
A.. third implication is the assumption of the validity of the
mathematical axioms. They are employed throughout 88
unquestionable.
Let us recapitulate the primary data which we have found
that Spencer assumes as avowed or tacit recognitions:
Thought exists. It is mental activity. Mind is power. It
is a conscious power. It is a personal power. It is willpower. A..11 thought is formula~ under the conditions of
time and space. It is subject to the necessary rules of logic.
These are not by any means all the assumptions which
Spencer makes. We shall find others as we progre88 in his
system. They will be examined as they occur. But these
are all made at the outset of the system. The subsequent
argument is founded upon them. It cannot, therefore, justify
them. It cannot disprove them. No new assumptions can
be introduced which are inconsistent with them; or else a
legitimate prooe88 of thought is impossible, and "this and
all other like books are worthless."
Those who read. the Psychology, and see how flatly most
of these primary data are there contradicted, will be forcibly
reminded of a passage from Spencer's own pen: "It is
amusing when, after all, it turns out that the ground on
which these philosophers have taken their stand, and from
which with such self-comp1acency they shower their sarcasms,
1
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is nothing but an adversaries' mine, destined to blow the vast
fabric of conclusions they have based on it into nonentity." 1
Having thus considered the primary data. which Mr. Spencer
assumes, we pass now to the system w~ch he presents.
That system, in brief outline, is as follows: He postulates
an absolute power. He assumes the law of persistence of
force. He derives from this law various corollaries, which,
taken together, form the law of evolution - the continuous
redistribution of matter and motion. The nebular bypothesis
being assumed, by the workings of these laws the solar
system is produced, and the earth with solid crust is formed.
Solar radiations produce the first germs of vegetal life; from
this is produced animal life; from this, psychical life; from
this, social life. The same uniform laws will ultimately
necessitate the reverse process of dissolution, which will
reduce all things back to the primitive nebulous matter.
This system claims to be philosophical, because based
upon tl priorllaws. We shall confine our criticism to the
examination of the validity of that claim.
The first postulate is that of an absolute power. What is
its nature? On what ground can we affirm its existence?
We can answer these questions only by an attempt to classify
the various contradictions in which Spencer is here involved.
Is this absolute force inconceivable? Spencer answers
this question both negatively and affirmatively. ESBential
elements in the absolute, as eternity, infinity, etc., are utterly
inconceivable.' Then the absolute power itself must be
inconceivable. This statement, in various periphrases, is
repeated over and over again. Many an argument is based
upon it; the logical principle being distinctly stated, as follows:
" A legitimate conclusion could not be drawn from premises
of which oue element is inconceivable." a The words "inconceivable" and "unthinkable" are used intercbangeably;
and we find the distinction often made between the" verbally
intelligible" and the" literally unthinkable.'" But, on the
other band, the whole system of evolution is a conclusion
I
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drawn from premises, the very first of which involves as an
element the absolute force. Hypotheses cllifering from his
own are all erroneous, because the absolute is" unthinkable."
But the absolute suddenly becomes thinkable for the convenience of the theory of evolution 1 On Spencer's own
definition of thought, too, not simply on ours. "We think
in relations "; and so he thinks of the absolute something,
under the relation of time, as eternal; 1 under the relation
of space as omnipresent; t under the relation of quantity as
omnipotent (it is the force manifested through all ph&nomena); 8 under the relation of cause as aelf-existeIit.'
This absolute force either is, or is not, " unthinkable," " inconceivable." If it is, it cannot be included as a primary
datum in a system which is the product of thought; and
Spencer must abandon his theory, and in fact all theories,
of the universe. If it is not, then, too, must he abandon his
theory; for, as we shall see hereafter, the fundamental. principle of the instability of the homogeneous depends upon the
inconceivability of the infinite.
Let us ask Mr. Spencer a second question. This is an inscrutable force, an infinite power-omnipotent, omnipresent,
eternal, self-existent. Does it, or does it not, - 8B he conceives it, and as he uses it, - does it, or does it not,include and absorb the ego?
Here, again, we find a double answer. That Spencer
includes consciousness of personal. (and therefore limited)
power, among his primary data, has been clearly shown.
The assumption with which the system starta gives us one
answer to the question. But, it may be asked, "does not
this contradict the idea of an infinite power"? We should
answer that an essential element of infinite power is the
power of voluntary self-limitation, even by creating finite,
independent will-power. But we find nothing of this in
Spencer. On the contrary, no sooner do we enter upon his
system than we discover that by the use of his independent
power he hu postulated an absolute power, which in the
1 po
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very beginning tacitly, and in the COU1'8e of the argument
formally, annihilates that personal power as personal. "The
fact beyond all others the most certain" 1 destroyed, what of
. certainty is left whereon to construct a system? If the
absolute power doe, absorb conscious personal power, no
system can be true which assumes that conscious personal
power as independent at the outset. If the absolute power
does fIOt absorb conscious personal power, no system can be
true which assumes that it does in the very first step it takes.
Spencer assumes both of these positions at convenience.
The consistent affirmation of either would overthrow his
system.
Let us ask a third question. Granted absolute existence,
do the laws of the mind authorize us in limiting it in any
way? That is, can we affirm that the nature and action of a
being or power outside of our minds must be restricted or
regulated by the necessities involved in our conceptions of
them? Spencer, making no distinction whatever between
what transcends the laws of thought and what conflicts with
the laws of thought, here, again, takes both sides of the
question. "Frame what suppositions we may [concerning
matter, space, and time], we find, on tracing out their implications, that they leave us nothing but a choice of opposite
absurdities." 2 Yet these absurd conceptions are "representative of realities." 8 That is, inconceivableness does not
limit absolute existence.
But wait a minute. Infinite space is inconceivable.
Therefore it does not exist. Then the universe is finite.
Finite homogeneity is unstable. This is the assumption on
which we shall find the instability ~f the homogeneous to be
based. The laws of mind, then, do limit absolute existence.
Again, Spencer denies this when he combats the " carpenter
theory" of the universe. "And yet this transcendent audacity, which claims to penetrate the secrets of the power
manifested to us through all existence, - nay, even to stand
behind that power, and note the conditions to its action.lp.65.
VOL XXXI. No. 11M.
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this it is which passes current as piety! May we not, without
hesitation, affirm that a sincere recognition of the truth that
our own and all other existence is a mystery absolutely and
forever beyond our comprehension oontains more of true
religion than all the dogmatic theology ever written? " 1
But let us see how, with the B8.1De transcendent audacity,
:Mr. Spencer hilD8elf stands behind. that power, and notes the
conditions to its actions, when he wiBheB to explain his own
theory of the universe. "That the qwmtity of force remains
always the B&DlC is a fundamental cognition."s "That which
persists is (not the manifestations, but) the unkno.wn cause
of these manifestations." 8 What is this but "penetrating
the Becrets" of the unknown and unknowable power? What
warrant has he to affirm. that it must remain invariable in
quantity? The" indestructibility of matter," the "tran.&formation and oquivalence of forces," the "direction of
motion in line of least resistance," the" oontinuity of motion,"
the " rhythm of motion"; in brief, every principle involved
in the theory of evolution, - what are these but principles
regulating the manifestations - " conditions to the action"
- of the unknown power? "Transcendent audacity"!
" Volumes might be writren on the impiety of the pious" !
Endeavoring to find the nature of this absolute BOmething,
we .have asked these three questions: Is it inconceivable?
Does it absorb the ego ? Is it in any way conditioned by the
neCeBBary laws of the mind? Spencer's answers to these
questions present a tangled mass of fatal contradictions.
Without attempting to reconcile them, we paBs on to a
fourth question. Whatever be the nature of the abaolute, do
the laws of the mind authorize us in affirming that the abs0lute power, or anything else outside of our own minds, has a
real, as distinct from an ideal, existence? Both answers,
again, are ready for us.
ListeD. to his negative answer: "Are we to rest wholly in
the consciODSDeBS of pbenomena? ••••• The anawer of paw~
logic .i8 Jaeld to be that by the limits of our intelligence we
1 ..
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are rigorously confined within the relative, and that anything
transcending the relative can be thought of only as a pure
negation, or as a non-existence." 1 "Though the reality il
. asserted to be out of oonsciousnesa, yet the realnes, ascribed
to it is conatant1y spoken of as though it were a knowledge
possessed apart from consciousness. It seems to be forgotten
that the conception of reality caa be nothing more than some
mode of consciousne88, and that the question to be considered
is: What is the relation ·between this mode and other modes?
By reality w~ mean perBistence in cOJIIciousneu • ••••• Reality,
then, as ",e think it, being nothing more than persistence in
consciousne88, the result mat be the same to us, whether
that which we perceive be the unknowable itself, or an eiled
.vMiably tJJ1'ougkt ita '" by the unknowable." 2 There is
idealism with which Berkeley himself would bave willingly
agreed.
But listen, now, to the affirmative answer to the question:
"Besides that definite COnsciOUSDesa of which logic formulates the laws, there is also an iftdejiMte C01JIcioruneSl,
which cannot be formulated, ••••• thoughts which it is impo88ible to complete, and yet which are still real in the senae
that they are normal aftectaOilS of the intellect." 8
We have here" normal affections of the intellect," which
constitute an " indefinite oonsciousll888," and affirm absolute
existence, in direct contradiction of "pure logic," itself a
" normal affection of the intellect"! " Whence results the
disappearance of all thought whatever."
Spencer, then, after avowing the logioal necessity of idealism, rejects it as inconvenient; and, conjuring up a new . of normal affections of the intellect, affirms the real existence
of an absolute power.
Even after we bave laid aside this first statement of
idealism, we are still involved in a contradiction, where we
must choose between being led back into idealism again and
surrendering the theory of evolution.
The absolute power exists. Whence our knowledge of
I
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this ? Is it a dictum of consciousne88? Or is it a conclusion
derived from dicta of consciousne88 through a process of
reasoning? Spencer clearly affirms both oft these positions. .
"The very demonstration that a definite consciousness of the
absolute is impossible to us, unavoidably presupposes an indefinite consciousne88 of it." 1 "Unle88 a real non-relative or
absolute be postulated, the relative itself becomes absolute,and
so brings the argument.to a contradiction." I " Our notion
of the limited is composed, first, of a consciousness of some
kind of being; ..••• and this indefinite something constitutes
our consciousness of the non-relative or absolute." I
So it would seem that absolute existence is a postulate, the
first postulate of all- a primary dictum of consciousneBS.
But we are told, on the other band, that" the momentum
of thought inevital:ly carries us beyond conditioned existence
to unconditioned existence." , If" momentum of thought"
means anything, it means a neceBSary logical process; and
unconditioned existence is "n/e"ed from conditioned existence; though we have just been told that the
element
in the consciousness of the limited was a oonsciousne88 of
the unlimited something.
But again: "The notion of a real existence which generated these impressions becomes nascent." II . That is, the
notion is reached through an "n/wettce from effect to cause.
The only test of any value given for the distinction between
the manifestations of the ego and of the non-ego 8 is, that
the causes of the one class are present to consciousness, while
the causes of the other eM are not; and the existence of an
enemal cause is therefore inferred, which certainly is not
assuming it as a primary dictum of consciousne88.
A moment ago, we found ourselves in danger of shipwreck
at the start; so in defiance of "pure logic," we threw overboard an admitted idealism. But where has he brought us
now?
If he takes the existence of a material world, and the
existence of a First Cause as primary data of consciousness,

fi,."
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Spencer is a spiritualist, a natural realist, and a theist, and
his theory of evolution vanishes. 1£ he simply infers them
from manifestations in consciousness, he is a spiritualist, an
egoistical idealist, and either a theist or a deist; and again
his theory of evolution disappears. While, if his " normal
aftections of the intellect" can really be" self-contradictory,
he is a sceptic, an atheist, and must deny the possibility of
philosophy. From all these positions he offers us the choice ;
for he affirms them all !
How shall we explain such confusion? Is it not caused in
part by Spencer's "overwhelming bias in favor of a preconceived theory?" He intends to contradict his primary data
by merging personal identity into the unknown absolute
power. So he uses, very cautiously, the idea of a limited
personal identity only as a tacit recognition, although it is an
idea which, if clearly formulated, might locate him somewhere in this discussion. "He intends to contradict his
primary data, again, by identifying the physical and psychical
manifestations of this unknown power; and this leads him to
that variable use of the term" consciousness," so painfully
manifest here, as elsewhere.
He fails, too, for the same reason, to distinguish between
manifestations of the unknown power and manifestations of
the manije'ta4ionl of the unknown power; that is, he confuses the question of the existence of a material universe
producing manifestations in us with the question of a First
Cause manifested in that universe itself.
He confuses, or rather be identifies, tbe acts of pure intellection and of imagination. He uses the phrase "mental
image" 1 as synonymous with ., conception," while the terms
"thinkable," " conceivable," " comprehensible," " knowable,"
he employs apparently without discrimination.
The way in which he uses this absolute force in his system
88 thinkable, while he denies throughout that we can " picture
it to the mind," is a tacit admission, as well as an apt illustration, of the distinction between pure intellection and imagination.
1 p.
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Balancing contradictory passages, and calculating probabilities, we should say, that logically Spencer was an idealist
and a deist; while, as a matter of fact, the rest of his system
.hows us that though he may be deist, he is not an idealist,
but a realist. "Should the idealist be right, the doctrine of
evolution is a dream." 1 He affirms the real external existence of a First Cause and a material world. Yet even here,
his definition of reality, as" persistence in consciousness,"
haunts us. H we face it, we are back in all the old confusion
again.
We will make no attempt to reconcile these contradictions.
We can simply, rejecting all contrary statements, accept his
affirmation, that mental necessity authorizes us in postulating
an absolute existence. It is the one grand, universal truth.
All religions admit it. Their hypotheses - atheism, pantheism, theism, alike are unthinkable. But beneath them all
is the one universally-conceded .fact, that the universe manifests to us an inscrutable power.
IDtimate scientifio truths bring us to the same conclusion.
Scientific hypotheees, like those of religion, are symbolic
conceptions of the illegitimate order; yet science brings us to
the same inscrutable power. "To this an ultimate analysis
brings us down, and on this a rational synthesis must be built
up."
The existence of an absolute power, an unknown First
Cause, is the first postulate of philosophy, and with it is
tacitly postulated the existence of a material world.
The existence of this absolute force being affirmed, Spencer derives from it his fundamental principle of the " persistence of force." What is this force wbich persists? Not manifestations, for they" do not persist; but that which persists
is the unknown cause of these manifestations," I the absolute
force then persists. But in what sense are we to take the
word "persistence?" "The agency to which manifestations
are due can neither come into existence nor cease to exist.'"
h That the qtUJratUy of foroe remai!l8 always the same· is the
ll'lJch. Vol. ii. p. 8n.
lpo 189.
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fundamental cognition." 1 "AueIting the persiBtence of
force is but another mode of auerting an unconditioned
reality, without beginning or end." I Time without limit, and
quantity without variation, are then uaerted of the absolute
force by this Jaw of persisten08.
How is this Jawobtained? "no inductive proof of it is po&Bible." I By deduction, then. The argument, as given, is as
followB:
" The unknown power, of which neither beginning nor end
can be conceived, is present to us as that unshaped material
of consciouBneBB which is shaped afresh in every thought.
Our inability to conceive ita limitation iB thns Bimply the
obverse of our inability to put an end to the thinking Bubject
while Btill continuing to think. • •••• To think of soqlething
becoming nothing would involve that this Bubstance of consciouanesa, having just existed under a given form, Bhould
next UBUlDe no form, or B~ould cease to be consciousneBB•
• • • • • The truth that force is indeBtructible is the obverse of
the truth that the unJmown oauae of the changeB going on in
CODBCioUBDe81 is indestructible; so that the perBiBtence of consciousneBB coDBtituteB at once our immediate experience of
the peraiateace of force, and impreaaeB on ns the neceBBity
we are under of 8BBerting ita persistence.'" H we underBtand this argument, it reduces itself to this. The force
manifested to us in conaoiousneBB persists. We cannot think
of it as ceasing to exist, for it Btill persists while we think of
it ; thus the persistence of consciousDeBB is our experience of
the persistence of force. Our coneciouaneBB refuseB to let us
think of something becoming nothing or of nothing becoming something; so it imPOBeB on ns the necessity of UBerting
that absolute force can neither come into being nor go out of

being.
It is hardly neceuary to call attention here, to the fact before noticed, that the syatem of evolution itself destroys all
proof of this law upon which it iB baaed. "Inductive proof
is impoBBible;" it can be proved only by deduction-by direct
1p.llL
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inference from the neoeasary laws of mind. But the syatem will show that all DeCe88&l"Y laws of mind have become
such only through a gradual process of inheritance, and were
originally inferences generalized from experience, that is,
inductive. So the proof of the law is ultimately inductive
after all ; that is, proof of it is impossible!
But, disregarding this contradiction, let us study the law
and its proof as given. This law can be interpreted in three
ways. The first interpretation is this: By persistence of
force is meant that the abaolute force, ob,trodig COfIIidered,
is persistent. Is this Spencer's meaning? If so, have we
advanced or are we only beating time ? Eternity and infinity
were necessarily involved in our primary conception of the
absolute. What does this add to it that was not there before?
Is our conception of eternity any clearer when we assert that
it has neither beginning nor end ? Is our conception of infinity
any clearer when we 8IIel't that it can neither be increued
nor diminished? Moreover Spencer flUl this law of persistence, not as applying to the absolute force in the abstract,
(which would bring him no nearer his evolution), but as &~
plying to the absolute force 118 mtMifelled.
By what right does he take that step? suppose manifested
force, in some mysterious way, withdraws from manifestation-which certainly is no more mystai0Q8 than that it
should be manifested - suppose it withdraws -the force.
eelf does not neeeasarily paaa into non-being, simply because
it becomes formless, for its essential nature, is by Spencer's
own definition, the something underlying form. Yet, in
such a case, the foree, (II mtlIti.fe.ted, is not persiatAmt. That
force as manifested ~ persisteat, is not, then, & corollary.from
the law, that force in the abatract is persistent.
This first interpretation of the law we would readily ~
for it acids nothing to previous admissions. But it is not the
interpretation which Spencer uses; therefore, it probably is
not the one he intends to state.
The second possible meaning, is this: Foree, in ita infinite
totality, must persist under manifestations. The infinite
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force must be aU manifested in an infinite universe. In
other words, persistence under form is an eBSentia! condition
. of its existence. Is this what Spencer means by the law of
persistence of force? It would be a very convenient meaning. It would coastruct a bridge of necessary law between
unknown force and known manifestation. It would give a
comprehensive unity to his system of philosophy.
But it probably is not his meaning; neither his statement,
nor his use of the law implies it. Yet if this i8 his interpretation of it, we must deny the law of persistence of force.
" May it not be that this unknown something, underlying manifestations, can exist only under some one or other particular
form?" Certainly, it may be 80. " But must it not be so?"
By what necessary law of the mind do we affirm this must be ?
Because we cannot conceive of the substance, apart from the
form? True we cannot conceive of a substance, as perceived,
apart from form, for manifestation is a condition of perception. But how does this postulate the necessity of absolute
existence under form? To conceive our perception of existence and to conceive that existence itself, are two very
different operations, 88 far apart 88 are imagination and
pure thought.
Spencer himself admits, that we have an "indefinite consciousness" of this absolute force, 88 distinct from the forms
of its manifestations. If" indefinite con~iousness" means
anything elae than blank unconseiousness, it means that we can
think of the absolute force 88 distmct from ita forms. If we
can think of it at aU as distinct from its forms, we can think
of it as existing without necessarily thinking of it as existing
under its forms. If we can think of the absolute force 88
existing apart from its forms, we are under no mental necessity of affirming that form is eBSential to its existence; and
therefore, taken in this sense, there is no lIw1 of persistence
of force.
There is one more possible interpretation of this law,
which passes over the question of abstract existence, which
passes over the question of the unknown link between form
VOL. XXXI. No. 1M.
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and substance, and asserts aimply this, that force once manifested must persist under manifestation. Spencer's illustrations and use of the law confirm us in the opinion that this isall he means by it. If so, again we deny the law of penristence
of force.
The first element in the argument given does not prove it:
" The persistence of consciousneu constitutes onr immediate
experience of the persistence of force." This reduces to the
simple tautology: "80 long 88 we continue to think; we c0ntinue to think; 80 long 88 eonaciousneu persists, conscioa.
nesa persists; so long as force persistB under ~e manifesfa.
tion of consciOlisness, force persists under manifestation."
But is it said that we cannot conceive of the annihilation
of our consciousne88 ? True; but we can conceive of the annihilation of- conacioU8l18B8 in the abstract - of OOnsciOUBneBS
as existing in other people. Moreover Spencer himself admits,
that it is not the particular manifestation which persists, and
this appeal to consciousness is (according to him) an appeal
to a particular manifestation, not to force itself, u admitting
unlimited transformation of manifestation.
Still further, we shall find that, on his own theory of
disaolution, consciousne88, as such, does not persist. The
persistence of consciouaneee, then, gives us no experience
which proves the etemal pereiltmllce of manifested force.
Nor does the second elemBllt in his argument prove the
law in this sense. We admit that we cannot oonoeive of
something becoming nothiag, or of nothing becoming something. But that can have no application to the question in
hand, until it is first shown that som~ doe. beoome
nothing when force once manifestlld ceases to be manifested;
when substance once existing under form becomes formleBS.
May it not be so? Certainly it may. Kust it not beso?
Whence the" most" ? Is the form itself substantial, so that
to annihilate it makes something nothing? That" indefinite
consciousness" of something underlying form wu an admission fatal to any claim of mental necessity, on w:hich to bale
this law. Though we cannot imagine the withdrawal of
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manifested force from manifestation, yet we have an indefinite
conseiousne88 of it as existing beneath manifestation. We
are not, then, as we have seen, justified in affirming that it
caNlOt cease ita manifestations, and still be force.
Notice that here, as before, while we deny the " must be,"
we admit the" may be." The question under discussion
covers a realm which transcends knowledge. We can affirm
or deny nothing concerning it, except under the irresistible
compulsion of mental necessity. But we find no such
necessity which compels us to affirm a law of persistence in
the seue that the unknown and unkJlowable power cannot
enter upon a state of manifestation without an increase of
substance, or that it caMOtwithdraw from a state of manifestation without a diminution of substance; or that, in the
mystery of its nature it cannot exist in grand, incomprehensible solitude, without manifestation, without form.
Tbrt:3e interpretations of the law, we bave seen, are possible. Does Spencer hold the first? Then we grant the law,
but deny the validity of his inferences from it. Does he hold
the second or third (which alone could be of any value to
his system)? Then we deny that he proves the law, or that
it is capable of proof; and again, we deny the validity of his
inferences.
The law of persistence of force gone, what becomes of the
theory of evolution, based upon it ? All the support derived
from deductive arguments, being withdrawn, the system becomes simply a progressive induction - valuable so far as it
presents us facts - interesting in its inferences from those
facts, but worthless as a system of philosophy giving us the
necessary laws of the universe; worthless, then, as a presentation of a "completely-unified knowledge." This is all
positivism is. This is all positivism can be. Lewes is a
more consistent positivist than Spencer, for he denies the
possibility of philosophy.
This leads us to what we consider the true interpretation of
the " law" of persistence of force.
•
It holds, as we have admitted, when applied to the absolute
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force in the abstract; and, as a law, is proved deductively.
It holds also, for all practical purposes, when applied to force
as manifested in the perceptible universe. But this, as a law,
can never be proved deductively. It is simply a fact of experience. It is a fact of universal experience. We know
nothing about any necessity in the case. We simply know
the fact. Force once manifested, so far as our experience
goes, always does continue under manifestation.
From this truth science takes a legitimate birth. Dealing
with facts alone, science has a right to employ this fact as the
foundation of its structure. It infers that force manifested
yesterday, is manifested to-day, will be manifested ~morrow,
and its inference is legitimate for all practical purposes. For
all practical purposes, we say; not legitimate as an eternal
and necesBarylaw of the universe, for of such a law "no inductive proof is possible." Spencer's theory of evolution,
then, based on this assumed" law of persistence of force," is
worthless as philosophy. His treatise becomes simply an ingenious and instructive scientifio work.
The law of persistence being proved unphil08ophical, deductions drawn from it are also unphilO8Ophical. A brief
examination of the deductions presented will be sufficient.
The first is, that " relations among forces persist." 1 But
where are we now? We have passed from the word" foree,"
to the word" forces," an insignificant change in form, a very
important one in reality. The" force" was the absolute, incomprehensible something underlying phenomena. "Forces"
are knowable manifestations of this unknowable. We find
ourselves, by this word" forces" suddenly immersed in the
perceptible universe.
A moment ago we were dealing with the absolute, the
imperceptible. Our system of evolution promised to explain
the transition from this to the perceptible, which explanation
alone" constitutes completely unified knowledge." Yet,
withOllt explanation, we have passed from force, to force
manifested. We have passed from force manifested, to force
1 p.
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under at least two particular manifestations, matter and
motion.
Spencer BOOms to be utterly unconscious of the leap lie bas
made. His theory of evolution, giving us, as we shall soon
see, the law of the redistribution of ma~r and motion, begins
with and deals with the perceptible only. It gives us notthe
slightest hint serving to explain the "paaaage from the imperceptible to the perceptible." According to his own definition of philosophy, his system omits the one important element
in philosophy and so is unphilosophical. Yet we leap the
chasm with him, and will follow on into the laws which he
gives to regulate these perceptible manifestations.
The "relations among force8 persist." That is, among
manifestations, like consequents will follow like antecedents.
We by no means deny this principle when we deny the law
of persistence. H in any pariicular case force should cease
to persist in manifestation, that manifestation could not come
under our definition of an antecedent producing a consequent,
and so would not invalidate this law, that like caUBe8 produce
like ~ffects. The very idea of cause, involves the assumption
that it is force which persists, and persists under a particular
manifestation long enough to produce its effect. To this
neceBBary conception of a cause we apply a neceBBary law of
the mind, and we have the principle which Spencer expresses,
by saying, that the" relations among forces persist."
The chapter on the "Transformation and Equivalence of
Forces," continues the confusion of the ideas of "force" and
of " forces." Facts are produced to show that motion, light,
heat, electricity, magnetism, as " forces," are interchangeable.
In case of transformation, from definite amounts of one definite amounts of others always arise. We must remember
that here, too, this word "forces'· i8 as far removed in its
meaning from the word "force," as is the knowable, from
the unknowable.
Regarding "forces" 88 manifestations, it may be, that
" physical forces stand not limply in qualitative correlations
tI1iIII eoeh other, but also in quantitative correlations." 1
1
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• We gladly welcome all the information that science can
give us on this subject. But, only when science succeeds in
proving that "no idea or /eeli1llf arises, save 88 a result of
some physical force expended in producing it," 1 will we, if
we refuse to accept that proof, confess to an "overwhelming
bias in favor of a preconceived theory." Philosophy can
never prove it by any corollaries from the law of persistence.
While if seience ever should prove it, it would .commit suicide
in the very act of proof; for science, 88 well 88 philosophy, is
a product of thought. No more than philosophy, can science
destroy primary data of collSCiousne88 without destroying
itself.
.
Paasing on in the principles governing manifestations, we
come to the indestn1ctibility of matter. Our conception of
matter is defined 88 one of "co-exiatent positions that offer
resistance," 2 " the idea of which, is built out of experience of
force." 8 "A.n experience of force." Were we wrong in
saying, that logically, Spencer is an ideal~? Aside from
that, this is perhaps as near 88 anyone will ever come to defining the undefinable.
That the unknown force underlying the manifestation
known 88 matter cannot be destroyed, we have previously
admitted. That matter,aa a manifestation made up of. extension and resistance, can never oeaae to exist 88 such manifestation, philosophy, as we bave Been, does not prove and
science can not prove. As a fact of. experience, we have
sufficient evidence of the indestrnctibility of ~r, for all
practical purposes. As a law, extendiag through past or
future eternity, induction alone C8.Ilnever e~b1ish it.
"The conception of motion, involves conceptions of space
and time and matter.'"
To this definition and to the law of
the continuity of motion, we make the same objections as to
the definition of matter and the law of ita indestructibility.
Both words represent ultimate ideas, and are above defin.i.tion.
Both laws, useful as they are U- seientmc research, useful 88
they are in regulating the actiona of men, nevertheless fall
1
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short of universal necessity, because incapable of deductive
proof. Tbey are valuable in science and in life; they are
worthless in the philosophy which would explain the eternal
universe.
The "direction of motion," is always in the line of least
resistance. This law, assumes the persistence of force under
manifestation, as a matter of definition, in the words " direction of motion." That assumption made, the principle is
established, as was the principle of the "uniformity of law,"
by the necessary laws of mind.
Another genera1law is, that " rhythm;" as illustrated in the
vibrations of a cord, "is a necessary cb&racteristic of all
motion." 1 This law assumes the continnity of motion and
the "co-existence of antagonist force's," 2 producing eqnivalent reaction. These assumed, the principle of the rhythm
of motion follows, as does the law of the direction of motion,
from the necessary laws of mind.
The persistence of relations among forces, the transformation and equivalence of forces, the indestructibility of ma~r,
the direction, continuity and rhythm of motion, - theBe
Spencer employs as corollaries of his assumed law of persistence.
How far has the system brought us now? An unknowable
absolute something; an unexplained leap from this to the
knowable manifestation; an assumed law, which, if applied to
the unknowable in the abstract, is true, but useless in philosophy ; which, if applied to tbe knowable manifestation, may be
true as a faet of experience, but is rendered necessary as a
law of the universe, by no deductive proof. Corollaries from
this assumed law, well illustrated by inductive evidence, valuable in science, but because proved necessary by no deduction,
useless in a philosophy which would ~plain the universe;these are the principles which underlie that theory of evolution which Herbert Spencer presents as an" tl priori philosophy I" But these principles are too numerous for him. He
would "ex:eress the oombined consequences of the actions
1
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thus separately formulated, under one similarly invariable
formula," 1 which is' expressed as the" law of the continuous
redistribution of matter and motion." I
An unknown something exists under variousmanifeatatioDS.
Two, and two only, of these manifestations are selected
arbitrarily (with absolute arbitrariness, 80 far as any tl priori
principles involved are concerned), two of these are selected,
and the law of their continuous redistribution is the law of
the universe!
Why matter and motion any more than mind and heat?
Why matter and motion any more than mind and matter and
physical forces? We are searching, remember, for an tl priori
law of the universe. Science has no place here, except to
furnish illustratioDs.
" Philosophy, rightly so-called, can come into existence
only by explaining the problem of the continuous redistribution of matter and motion." I From the combination of
matter and motion every other form of manifestation, even
mind itself, can be evolved ! Was there ever a cooler assumption of a whole system as an tl priori principle? Who
is it now that shows "an overwhelming bias in favor of a
preconceived theory" ?
. But what is this law of the continuous redistribution. of
matter and motion - the law of evolution? It is explained,
first, by the illustrations of science, showing, that as motion
dissipates matter integrates. That proce88 is evolution. In
the process, matter passes from homogeneity to heterogeneity;
from the incoherent to the coherent; from the indefinite to
the definite; besides this, the retained motion undergoes a
parallel transformation.
We will not stOp to notice the confusion, here, between
motion and force. We simply remark, that, even as a principle of science, the law is by no means proved as yet.
There are many missing links still to be filled, before it can
be established as a fact. Moreover, even were it fully ea~
lished by science, " unlesa we succeed in finding a
of
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this universal metamorphosis, we obviously fall short of that
completely-unmed knowledge, constituting philosophy." I "It
has to be shown that the course ••••• cMtnbt but be that
which we have seen it to be." 2
Spencer, thus admitting that his inductive illustrations do
not establish the law as a principle of philosophy, proceeds
to prove it deductively. We need hardly say that tl)e argolnent furnished is invalid, because deduced from the law of
persistence of force. Yet that this is not its only defect, a
brief sketch of it will show.
This "deductive" proof of the law of evolution begins
with the affirmation of the " instability of the homogeneous."
The principle reduces to this (motion being properly c0nfused with force), apply motion to the homogeneous and you
produce the heterogeneous. "Each unit of a homogeneous
whole, must be differently affected, from any of the rest, by
the action of the rest upon it.'" The same motion will produce different effects upon different parts of an aggregate,
"for the quantities of the incident force, to which they are
severally subject, are not equal."· This argument disappears, of course, in company with the law of pe1'8istence.
But there is also a curious contradiction, involved here, to
which we have alluded before. It is admitted, that, " if centres of force, absolutely uniform in their powers, were diffused
with absolute uniformity through unlimited space, they would
remain in equilibrium'" I
May it not have been 80? No, we are told. This" supposition cannot be represented in thought, line. tmlimitetl qxu;e
U i1lCOr&Ceivable." • "All finite forms of the homogeneous,
must inevitably lapse into heterogeneity." 7
The whole system of evolution is necessarily true, then,
only on the supposition that our universe is finite ! Yet we
have before been told that we cannot conceive of a limited
apace,' and we are finally told, that, " in any locality, great or
small, throughout space ••••• there evolution goes on." t
1
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Limited and unlimired space are considered equally inconceivable. The law of evolution can hold, only as applied to a
finire universe, yet it also " holds uniformly, regardless of the
size of the aggregare." 1 In this contradiction, what becomes
of the instability of the homogeneous ?
The next srep in the " deductive" proof of evolution, i.e,
that this process of transforming the homogeneous into the
hererogeneous, once begun. must continue. "Effects will
multiply." Thi.e chaprer (and tho one immediarely preceding, as well) i.e composed mainly of inductive illustrationthe deductive argument being introduced only "for symm~
try's sake." 2 The argument i.e thi.e: ".A. uniform force, falling
on an aggregare made up of unlike parts, must undergo dispersion from each part, as well as qualitative differentiations.
~ . • •• The secondary forces 80 prodnced, must undergo
further transformations," etc.a This principle of multiplication of effects involves the laws of persisrence and instability, as matters of definition. Those assumed, the principle
follows as a mere mathematical conclusion.
The next srep in the argument i.e, that thi.e progress in
hererogeneity must result in segregation. "Unlike units, or
groups of units, of which the aggregate consi.ets, are under
the influence of some resultant force acting indi.ecriminately
on them all, separared from each other, - segregated into
minor aggregates, each consisting of units that are severally
like each other, and unlike those of the other minor ~
gares." ,
" In the action and reaction of force [he means motion]
and matter, an unlikeness in either of the factors necessitares an unlikeness in the effects; and in the absence of un'likeness in either of the factors the effects must be alike.'"
" Thi.e incident force will produce like motions in units that
are alike, and unlike motions in units that are unlike."·
Motions like and unlike in what? In quantity ? Yes; that is
axiomatic. In direction? If so, what becomes of the law of
instability, which starred with the principle, that all hom~
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neous (like) units are differently situated in relation to an
incident force? H an incident' force produces in like units
motion like in quantity and direction, how can it ever make
the homogeneous, heterogeneous? Yet only from motion,
like in quantity and direction, both, can there follow "local
integration" or " segregation." H the law of the instability
of the homogeli.eous holds, segregation can never result, for it
contradicts that law.
•
Further, segregation must, we are told, ultimately result in
"equilibration." ".All motion is motion under resistance,"
and must finally come to an end.1
This argument, too, bas its peculiar fallacy. It is given as
an It priori proof, deduced from the law of persistence. But
whence comes the principle that all motion must be motion
under resistance? From experience I Based on a fact, inferred from" experience of muscular tension." Equilibration is given us as a law()f the universe, " admitting of It priori
proof 1" 2 That is, a principle established by induction is assumed as if deductively proved.
We have reached an equilibrium. Are we at the end, in
eternal, universal quiescence? By no means. Evolution was
integration. . In integration motion was dissipated. That
motion bas been lurking in some unknown place called the
"environment," awaiting the nod of the system-builder. It
comes back now, assails this equilibrium, disturbs its stability and brings on the process of dissolution. " Action and
reaction being equal and opposite, the momentum, producing
dispersion, must be as great as the momentum acquired by
aggregation." 8 So the universe is again reduced to the nebulous form, from which it starts anew in the process of evolution. Thus we have" alternate eras of evolution and dissolution " throughout all eternity.
These are the" first principles" of Spencer's philosophythe fundamental data of consciousness implied - the It priori
laws of the universe deduced - which make up the mould of
" general philosophy," through which each" special philoso1
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phy" is to be run. What shall we say of such "first principles"? What can we say of them, but that, by their very
self-contradjctions they are condemned? To be self-consistent the evolutionist must deny the possibility of an tl priori
philosophy. If he affirms it, either his philosophy will destroy
his evolution, or his evolution will destroy his philosophy.
Spence}' would save his theory of evolution, and the consequence is, that all his attempts at deductive proof constitute a
mass of inconsistencies. They are not the production of a
mind which starts from itself and works outvJIWd, but rather
of a mind which, working backward, strives in vain to reconcile the postulates dictated by a predetermined conclusion
with the primary postulatA;ls of consciousness.
If we were compelled to accept the theory of evolution as
philosophy, we would rather go back twenty-four hundred
years, and accept it in its simpler form. Spencer adds almost nothing new to the principles of the Ionian mechanicist.
But the .,.0 I!tre&poll of Anar.imander is more philosophical than
the nebulous matter of Spencer. The ~ of AD8DgOl'88
more consistent with the necessary laws of thought, than
Spencer's" unknowable force."
Rather than attend, with Spencer, the "redistn'bution of
matter and motion," we would take our stand with ~he Grecian
evolutionists, and affirm, that "intelligence is of all things,
the subtlest and purest, and has entire knowledge of all. It
knows all things, both those that are mixed and those that
are separated; and the things which ought to be, and the
things which were, and those which will be, - all are arranged by lnteUigmce."
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